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CONVERTING DUNGEONS & DRAGONS CHARACTERS TO SHADOWRUN


I.  INTRODUCTION

	Many Shadowrun campaigns can benefit from the use of D&D materials or the introduction 
of D&D characters.  Quests on the Shadowrun Astral Planes or Parallel Dimensions can be easily 
run by using a D&D module.  An entire universe of alternate dimensions and fantasy play is 
available to any Shadowrun campaign by merely using the existing D&D (or AD&D) materials.

	This is a file of notes about converting D&D characters to Shadowrun rules.  Shadowrun 
makes a fine "classic" fantasy milieu rules set as well as a set of rules for the near future era in which 
it is set and the D&D modules make for wonderful settings and crossovers.

	In addition, using a D&D character in a Shadowrun campaign is a good way to keep a 
well-loved character in play during vacations from your AD&D or D&D campaigns.


II.  THE BASICS


A.	BACKGROUND DATA.

	In Shadowrun the background data is generally just descriptive and only requires fitting the 
description to the rule format.  E.g.:

Standard Character information
	Real Name/Handle (many fantasy campaigns do not use handles)
	Sex (same as Shadowrun)
	Race (many campaigns use extra races)
	Karma (Karma in Shadowrun is a cross between AD&D's experience points and Top Secret's 
Luck & Fate points) (For first level characters who are being converted, I give them a starting 3 
points.  For characters above first level, give them karma equal to hit points)
	Lifestyle (in Shadowrun the lifestyle is a part of the starting character sheet.  Characters must 
earn enough nuyen [money] to maintain their starting lifestyles, have their healing rates affected by 
them, etc.  The levels start at the bottom, streets, and progress up through low, medium, high, to true 
luxury) (The lifestyle of a character should stay the same in either setting.)  
	Money.  Shadowrun uses nuyen ("new yen"), AD&D and D&D use gold pieces.  1 gold piece 
equals 5 nuyen
	Base (see FANTASY ARCHETYPES)(this term is the Shadowrun equivalent of character 
class). 

B.	ATTRIBUTES
	Attributes is the word Shadowrun uses for characteristics or requisites.  These statistics are 
the first area where the adaptation method used on characters affects gameplay and thus becomes 
important.  The easiest way to adapt character requisites to attributes is by the simple formula shown 
below for changing 3d6 (AD&D/D&D) requisites to 1d6 (Shadowrun) attributes.

	If you play D&D, for all attributes, take the D&D requisite and divide by three, rounding any 
fractions up.  If you play AD&D, with AD&D characters, round all points down.  (AD&D characters 
tend to have much higher than average requisite characteristics).  In addition, regardless of which 
rules you use, limit attribute total points for non-humans and initiates to 30 and for non-initiates 
(adepts and mundanes) to 36.  This is illustrated further in the example adaptation later in this essay.

	For an example, using the D&D rounding rules:

	Body			constitution/3  (e.g. CON 15 = body 5)
	Quickness		dexterity/3 (e.g. DEX 11 = quickness 4)
	Strength		strength/3 (e.g. STR 9 = strength 3)
	Charisma		charisma/3 (e.g. CHA 13 = charisma 5)
	Intelligence	intelligence/3 (e.g. INT 16 = 6)
	Willpower		wisdom/3 (e.g. WIS 9 = willpower 3)
	Essence		6 - cyber (usually 6, -1 for each artificial limb or magical organ 
replacement such as peg legs, wings, or artifact body parts.)
	Reaction		calculate using the Shadowrun rules (e.g., add the intelligence and the 
quickness and divide by 2.  In the example above, 6 +4 = 10.  Ten divided by two gives 5).

	If necessary to fit the character concept, you may allow attribute points to be shifted, but treat 
all attributes as already increased to maximum by karma.


C.	SKILLS

	In place of levels, Shadowrun uses skills.  Levels compare to the following skills for each 
character class.


Mage/Shaman (i.e. Magic-User/Cleric)

	Magic-users are converted to Initiate Mages, Grade = ½level (e.g. 12th level = 6th Grade).  
Clerics are converted to Initiate Shaman, Grade = ½level. 
	Armed Combat 		(¼level)
		This decision was made because spell casters are the least capable of all fighters in 
the AD&D/D&D world.  Spell casting characters should have low Armed Combat skills.
	Etiquette			(¼level)
	Sorcery, Enchanting, Conjuring:
	One at (level), one at ½level, one at ¼level.
		All magic users seem to specialize in one of the three Shadowrun areas of specialization.  A normal wizard would take Sorcery at level.  An Alchemist NPC would take 
Enchanting at level.  A spiritualist would take conjuring, as might some wizardry or clerical schools.
	Magical Theory		(level)(specialized for either hermetic [for wizards and 
magic-users] or shamanistic [for clerics])
	Centering Skill 
		(use an archaic language) 	(level)
	Other Skill	 	 	(½ level)
		(Cleric/shaman may switch to have Armed Combat at ½level and the Other Skill at 
¼level or may add one of the "Other" skill slots to the Armed Combat as a specialty.  E.g. an 8th 
level cleric would have Armed Combat at 2.  She could choose to have Armed Combat at 4 or to add 
4 levels of specialization with staff -- resulting in Armed Combat 2, Staff 6).
		The flexibility in the use of the first Other skill is intended to allow for militant priests 
as well as those who are less combat oriented.
	Other Skill 		(¼ level)


Fighter (i.e. Fighter, Paladin, Ranger, etc.)

	Archaic Projectile Weapon (a specialization) (level)
		You might choose to allow elves to have Archaic Projectile Weapon at (level + 1) and 
to reduce one of their other skills to reflect the advantages some editions of the rules have given 
elves with Archaic Projectile Weapons.
	Armed Combat     	(level+1)
		You can also allow a character to focus or specialize for the bonus in skill for one 
weapon with the corresponding loss in skill for other weapons.  In Shadowrun terms that means 
either having the character "concentrate" with +1 to a particular family of weapons (edged weapons, 
pole arms, whips/flails or clubs) and -1 to all other melee weapons or the character can "specialize" 
in one particular weapon (e.g. broadsword) at +2 with a -2 to the skill level for all other weapons. 
	Athletics       		(½level + 1)
	Etiquette (military) 	3
	Etiquette (other)    	3
		The Etiquette skills are treated as a part of basic fighter training.
	Horseback Riding 	(½level)
	Other Skill (any)	(level) 	Other Skill (any)	(½level)
		Paladins may add the ½level "Other" skill to their Etiquette skills.  Thus a sixth level 
Paladin could have Military and (his choice) Etiquette both at 6 rather than having a lesser skill at 
3.
	Other Skill (any)	(¼level)
		The ¼level "Other" skill may be spent on a weapon specialization.  Thus a fourth 
level fighter might have Armed Combat at 5, Broadsword at 6 (5 + [¼ x level]).
	Other Skill (social)	(¼level)
	Stealth          		(¼level)
	Unarmed Combat   	(level)
		Fighters may not specialize or concentrate in Unarmed Combat areas.

	This adaptation allows fighters to have their traditional skills and abilities and to have some 
lesser skills to either make them better fighters or to round out their skills.  A Ranger would use the 
Other skills for tracking and other abilities.


Physical Adept (Monks, Mystics, Etc.)

	(points equal to level in powers) 
	(e.g. a 12th level monk would have 12 points in physical adept powers from the Grimoire 
rules.)

	Armed Combat       	(½level)
	    Specialization 	(½level+3)
	Athletics         	(level+1)
		Specialization 	(level+3)
		Falling, as an Athletics Specialization, comes to mind, as does climbing.
	Etiquette (own)    	(½level)
		Monks know their own orders very well and this skill covers both specialized 
manners and rumors, general knowledge, etc.
	Etiquette (other)  	(¼level)
		Monks also are allowed to pick one other area to be familiar with.  A character may 
pick Etiquette (Peasant) if he helps the poor, Etiquette (Begger) if he deals with mendicants, etc.
	Other Skill (any)  	(½level)
		Monks have fewer skills than most other character classes because many of their 
skills are covered in the physical adept powers they obtain.
	Other Skill (social)	(¼level)
	Stealth            	(level)
	Unarmed Combat     	(level+1)
		Monks may specialize and concentrate in Unarmed Combat areas.


Thieves 
	Thieves have powers similar to physical adepts.  Basically, a thief can function as a spirit of 
force equal to ½level with the powers of concealment (shadows only), guard (vs traps only), 
movement (vertical only) and search (traps and concealed items only).  The powers or abilities of 
AD&D/D&D thieves have always passed mere skill in efficacy.

	Armed Combat     	(½level+1)
	Athletics       	(level + 1)
		Note that Thieves have all atheletic skills at a high degree of skill.  In addition, they 
are granted two specializations to allow some focus on the areas that they have most often used their 
thieving skills.
		Specialization	(level + 2)
			Picking Pockets might be a good specialization to consider here.
		Specialization	(level + 2)
			Disarming traps is another good specialization to consider for some thieves.
	Etiquette (street) 	(level + 1)
		Thieves should know their way around the streets.
	Other Skill (any)		(½level)
		This may be added to Etiquette (some theives are very charming) or may be used to 
flesh the character out.
	Stealth          			(level+1)
	Unarmed Combat   		(½level-1)


D.	LANGUAGES

	Base Language	Int + (¼level)
	Other Languages (Intelligence + ½level in points
				  distributed between other languages)


E.	CYBERWARE
	
	No cyberware additions apply except for dwarves or artificial limbs.  Treat all peg legs and 
similar items as cyberware for determining essence loss.  Magical artifacts that replace missing eyes, 
arms, hands and such would all reduce essences and would be treated as cyberware.  The rules and 
novels often speak of essence as the price paid to encorporate a foriegn tool or limb as part of oneself 
(and thus charge essence for things like heavy cosmetic surgery or bioenchancement).


F.	CONTACTS

	Give the character being adapted to Shadowrun one or two if the character has no contacts 
defined through previous role-playing, otherwise take the character's current contacts and fill them 
in here, adjusted for Shadowrun's particular niches.  Regardless of character history, no character 
should have more than one buddy, one gang (the character's henchmen) or (level) in contacts.


G.	GEAR
	Lined Coat Special (4/2)
		or Chiba Armored Leathers (1/2)
		or Archaic Armor (4/6, x2 weight of modern armor)
	Normal Equipment on character sheet
	Magic items, as converted.

Notes on converting magic items.

--Common items, swords, armor

	Common magic items can be duplicated with spell locks or quickened spells focused on 
items.  Plate Armor +3 becomes (x2 weight) Full Armor with a 3 point Armoring Spell Quickened 
on it.  Unintelligent or "normal" magic swords are swords with Increase Attribute Other (Strength) 
or (Dexterity) quickened on them.

	Better Plate Armor may have a quickened Personal Mana Barrier or Personal Physical 
Protection.

	Some items, especially the more expensive, rare or resistant ones, can be treated as quickened 
spell locks (or Quickening Locks // QLs).  A quickening lock is merely a quickened spell, locked 
down with greater force against dispelling.

	Quickening Locks are made from Orichalcum (9 units) and karma (d3 points).  They lock a 
Force 3 spell to whoever is bonding the lock.  Cost to bond is one point of karma.  Resistance to 
dispelling is Force 10 to 12 (Orichalcum + karma).  The number of successes is generally frozen at 
between 9 and 12 (8+d4).

	A Quickening Lock allows one to duplicate most special D&D magic items (D&D spell lock 
equivalents seem to be more robust vs dispelling, etc. than standard Shadowrun.  It seems that for 
more cost, more resistance should follow).

	If you prefer to have magic items that are easily blown away or destroyed (one sure way to 
avoid a Mony Haul campaign is for magic items to regularly fail saving throws), the easiest way to 
model a Shadowrun equivilent is to duplicate most magic items with spell locks.  Spell locks resist 
dispelling and sorcerous attacks with a strength of "1."  While they are easy to renew if not 
completely destroyed ("just" get the spell cast again on the lock) they are fragile.
 	Spell locks are a good choice if you are uncertain whether or not to allow a character with 
many magic items to be transfered over to Shadowrun.

--wands, staves & such

	Most wands and staves (e.g. fireball and firebolt wands, cold of cone, etc.) convert either to 
power focuses or spell focuses.  Some (e.g. detection wands) can be spell locked, or, possessed by 
a spirit (e.g. a force 1 spirit with force 1 detect enemies, which it can cast from time to time, is 
actually of less use than a wand with a 1 point detect enemies spell lock.  

	Placing a spirit in an object does does resist dispelling a little better and offers some potential 
for future complications for the character as the spirit gains in personality.

	In addition, in order to keep the D&D/AD&D flavor, all wands and staves with charges 
should be able to take drain for the caster (in place of the spell caster paying drain for casting the 
spell), with D&D style recharging being accomplished by the spell caster siphoning off the drain into 
him or herself.

--your fighter's best stuff
	Non-mages (i.e. fighters and such) can use special combat focuses that are either spirits or 
possessed by spirits (for intelligent magical weapons) or that can be bonded by a mundane (for 
unintelligent magic weapons made with spell locked spells).  (Note that Shadowrun's big departure 
from traditional fantasy is that magic weapons are almost exclusively the department of intense spell 
casters).

	For magical weapons that are spirits, the spirit's force should be equal to the bonus of the 
weapon (thus a +4 intelligent sword becomes a Force 4 Spirit with a sword telesma/body).  Convert 
the special powers into similar "powers of the awakened" (from page 174 of the Shadowrun rules 
and page 8 of Paranormal Animals of North America).

--other stuff

	Some magic items duplicate tech or give bonuses (e.g. the standard elven cloak and boots can 
either be treated like chameleon equipment or +2 to stealth rolls).  Strange mechanical items can be 
changed to cyberware (especially cusps and the like) or given the same abilities as cyberware (treat 
those items as the magical duplicates of cyberware).  Thus magical goggles that let a character see 
in the dark become IR goggles.

--potions & scrolls & stuff.

	Finally, potions can be treated as transferable "not yet activated" spells of temporary duration 
and no bonding cost.  I call such spells "sleeping" spells and they are similar in concept to the 
Shadowrun "magic resistance potion" (which has an elemental tied to it.  When the potion is drunk, 
the elemental appears and resists magic for the drinker). 
	A spell in a potion is "not yet activated" or sleeping (e.g. the spell does not take effect) until 
it is drunk.  Then, the potion triggers the spell.  If the drinker is a mage, the mage may cast the spell.  
If the drinker is not a mage, the spell takes effect on the drinker.  This result is great for healing 
spells but bad for fireballs or turn to goo spells.

	Note the Shadowrun "spell resistance potion" is an elemental on remote assignment with the 
command to manifest when the potion is drunk and resist spells for the person who drank the potion.  
It makes sense that other abilities of elementals should be available by the same method.  One drinks 
a potion and the elemental appears and performs a predesignated service.  Between spirits, 
elementals and sleeping spells, just about everything can be converted from an AD&D/D&D rule 
for an effect into a Shadowrun rule that creates the same result.

	The sleeping spell is only temporary in duration (which is why it is fair for it to cost no karma 
to bond -- it does not remain around and so does not need to be bonded).  However, a potion should 
cost herbal units enough to reduce the karma cost to zero if it were a spell lock or similar item.  
(Using enchanted herbal radicals will bring the cost of sleeping spells in line with AD&D costs and 
the relative cost/benefit of other Shadowrun items.  In all of the magical conversions there has been 
a serious attempt to keep the cost/benefit ratios in line).

	Scrolls can be treated the same way with reading, instead of drinking, the scroll (and possible use of a centering skill) required to trigger the spell.  Reading as the trigger to activate the spell is 
appropriate for scrolls useable by any class, specific centering skill rolls being required to activate 
spells is an appropriate limit for scrolls that can be used only by spell casters (e.g. a protection spell 
that activates only when read in Latin and only if a centering roll is made as well is an example of 
a limited to spell casters only scroll).

	Magical projectile weapons can be made in a similar fashion (i.e. a magical projectile weapon 
is treated as just a spell bound into a physical telsema -- such as an arrow.  Shooting the arrow 
triggers the spell to strike whatever the arrow hits).  Such weapons would require virgin telesma and 
several alchemical units.  (With that cost requirement, and the hand assembly a virgin telesma 
requires, such weapons are effectively taken out of mass production, while keeping the price in line 
with play balance.  Nice coincidental economics).

	When in doubt, turn the AD&D/D&D magic item into a disposable one shot Shadowrun 
equivalent or into a spell locked spell with 1d6+1 successes.  If you've weakened the magic too much 
you can always allow the magical nature of the item to be regenerated (just as disrupted spirits are 
able to come back on the lunar calendar, so certain magic items ought to turn out to have the same 
resilience).


H.	SPELLS

	To determine the spells had by spell casting characters, add up all the spell levels.  E.g. a first 
level character has one spell at first level.  That is a total of 1 spell point.  A twelfth level magic-user 
has 4 first level spells (4 points), 4 second level spells (8 points), 4 third level spells (12 points), 4 
fourth level spells (16 points), 4 fifth level spells (20 points, and one sixth level spell (6 points).  
That is only 66 points (slightly more than the 50 points a starting character can have in Shadowrun 
if assets are the highest priority for an initiate).

	As for Rangers and similar characters who have minor spell use treat them as either adepts 
(i.e. a Ranger might be a magical adept with only the sorcery area available to her) or mundanes with 
some skills.  (See the rules on mundane fetishmongers and mundane conjurers).  Such conversions 
will depend on a case by case evaluation of the campaign unique unusual character classes.  You 
might want to use a Shadowrun excursion to convert a member of a character class you've decided 
that you no longer want to allow in your campaign into a member of a different class (returning 
through magic altering gates can do strange things).

	Thieves as described above make a good example of an adaptation using the same idea as 
the adept powers.

	You may also treat a semi-magical class (E.g. Rangers again) as a character with an allied 
or bound spirit (force = ¼level, sorcery = ¼level, spell points determined as above) depending on 
the character type.  Just call the spirit a guardian angel and it fits almost any classic fantasy setting.


I.	OTHER

	Magic-users (i.e. shaman and clerics) should have at least one allied spirit of Force = ½level, 
loyalty to character as per those spirits gained through initiation, karma for special powers, spells, 
etc. in an amount = 2*level.


III.  AN EXAMPLE 

	For my example I will use a twelfth level magic-user with 42 hit points and several magic 
items.

	In an abbreviated D&D format, here is Mike:  STR 9, WIS 9, INT 16, DEX 11, CON 15, 
CHA 13, Level 12, 42 hit points.  He becomes:

Mike 
	Male
	Human
	Karma (42) 8 (see below, we'll use most of the karma in the adaptation.)
	Medium Lifestyle 
	Money  30,000 nuyen
	Base Magic-User, Initiate
 
ATTRIBUTES

Body			5	
Quickness		4	
Strength		3	
Charisma		5	
Intelligence		6	
Willpower		3	(7)  (increased by a quickened spell) 
Essence		6	6
Magic			6+6	12
Reaction		5

	Note that Mike has 26 points of attributes, roughly the same as 20 points starting and 6 added 
through karma.  No transferred character should end up with more than 36 points of attributes for 
fighters and adepts, 30 for magic-users.

	He is an Initiate Mage Grade 6 (note that grade = ½level)


SKILLS

Armed Combat    	 3    	 3	
Centering Skill	12     	12	(archaic Icelandic language)
Conjuring      		(6)     	 6
Enchanting     	(3)     	 3
Etiquette(magic)	 3      	 3
Literacy       		 6      	 7*
Magical Theory 	12     	12
Political Theory	 0      	 3*
Sailing         		 3     	 3
Sorcery        		12     	12

* these skills purchased at these levels by spending 19 of his 42 points of karma.  In transfering this 
character from D&D to Shadowrun I will also spend 15 points of his karma on his ally (final 
remaining karma is 42 - 34 or 8).


LANGUAGES

Common (City Speak)	9
	I translate the often used "common tongue" as City Speak.
Elvish				5
	Elvish is defined as a language not in the common currency.  You may wish to have those 
AD&D/D&D characters who speak Elvish to speak one of the tribal languages instead. Trade 
(English)		5
	Trade tongue (another common shorthand term) becomes English
Semmi (Japanese)		2
	I allow unusual or unique langauges to be switched to common campaign languages.  In this 
case, Semmi, the language of the Eastern Isles, becomes Japanese, language of the island in the East.


CYBERWARE

None
	(He will probably buy some goggles but will not buy any essence reducing {and thus magic 
killing} cyberware).  (Note that Mike, like all other characters, will have to get his equipment after 
he enters the Shadowrun milieu and learns about it, if ever).


CONTACTS

Street Mage
	(He currently has a mage in the city for a friend.  The city mage lives on the streets and is a 
little crazy.  This makes Shadowrun Street Mage the perfect translation for his current city mage 
contact)

Fixer
	(A fixer is how I translated his friend the guildmaster)

Bounty Hunter
	(same as the originating campaign)

Shaman
	(the religious contact, what was a priest is now a shaman).


GEAR

Books (hardcopy hermetic library at 12/12/12).
	Note that mages magic books lose a great deal of value in Shadowrun.  Those are the breaks.  
At least they are easier to replace.  I always translate a magic user's books as a library with all of its 
parts = level.

Fireball Wand 65 charges
	Note how the fireball wand is an opportunity to translate to a specific spell focus/wand from 
the rules.
	Firebolt Focus Force 6 (Force 6 is about equal to a bolt that does~6d6)
	with 65 points of drain resistance.  Not useable with other spells (i.e. you can not stack a 
firebolt cast with this wand on top of the firebolt spell.  Limits such as this are useful to consider at 
first until you decide if the magic item is too strong of a focus or not).

Fire Magic ArmRing +2 and his Fire Elemental Summoning Staff 
	These are two items that can be merged or not merged.  In this example they are not merged 
though they could be in order to reduce the number of items and to make the item fit a specific 
Shadowrun niche.
	becomes a two arm rings that do not work if they are not paired with each other.
	#1 is a Fire Magic Spell Focus Force 2
	#2 is a unique Fire Elemental Focus (+2 to Charisma for Fire Elementals)

Flying Ring
	becomes a Levitation Quickening Lock 
	(Personal Levitation only)
		Force 3 (9 successes)

Invisibility Ring
	becomes an Invisibility Quickening Lock
		Force 3 (9 successes)
		May be masked (turned off) or unmasked at will.

Lined Coat  (4/2)
	(replaces whatever armor, if any that the D&D GM allows mages.  Lined coats and Chiba 
leathers are so common that most clothing automatically can be translated into one or the other of these common clothing/armor combinations.)

Other Items

	He has several misc. magic items that do not convert well (e.g. his rod of cancellation, some 
misc. magic and his land magic stuff).  Pooling these for a power focus or a bound/allied free willed 
spirit that has an amulet for a body results in a bound spirit.  I use the equivalent price (in D&D 
terms) for purchase power (in Shadowrun terms) of a similar item.

	In this case, to simplify things as I suggested above, the magic items became a Force 4 Spirit 
of the Land that was free-willed and that is now a bound spirit living in a pendant.  (That duplicates 
the magic and abilities).  About 20 points of karma in spells & skills seems appropriate.

	In addition, his torc of willpower is changed to a simple quickened spell.  That may be too 
weak of a switch, but the torc seemed too powerful.  If I've shortchanged Mike I can always allow 
the quickened spell to actually be a spiritual entity that disrupts when a quickened spell would dispell 
and that comes back every lunar month.

Potions
 	He has three balms of healing (treat as three heal serious wounds spells contained in 
ointment) and one potion of youth (treat as heal aging {ten years}).

	His heroism potion can be converted to increase attribute +3 (strength and quickness), with 
duration of 3d6 (similar to some paranormal animals).


SPELLS

	66 points (in his case, spent for 1 ten point spell, 4 six point spells, 9 three point spells, 5 one 
point spells) becomes the following spells.

Analyze Device S2/P/S 6					Analyze
Chaos S2/P/S 3						Confusion
Clairvoyance (ER) S1/M/S 3
Detect Enemies M1/M/S 1
Detect Life L1/M/S 1
Dimension Door D4/P/S 1
Fire Bolt D3/P/1 10
Fire Cloud S3/P/1 3						Mass Area Fireball
Fire Dart M3/P/1 3
Fire Missile S3/P/1 3
Increase Str +4 D2/M/S 1
Magic Fingers M2/P/S 6					Telekinesis
Mana Barrier D1/M/S 3					Protection from Spells
Mana Blast	D1/M/1 6
Mind Probe M1/M/S 6
Oxygenate L2/M/S 3						Breath Water
Personal Barrier M2/P/S 1					Protection Normal Missiles
Personal Combat Sense L2/P/S 3
Physical Mask L2/P/S 3					Invisibility
Power Ball S2/P/1 3
Shapechange M3/M/S 3
Turn to Goo S4/P/S 3						Disintegrate

	These spells contain a useful collection of standard use Shadowrun spells and are similar to 
the spells that Mike had.  Where it may not be clear, standard D&D spells are noted in the right hand 
column to point out the conversion.

	Remember, Mike at twelfth level has only 16 points of karma more spells than a beginning 
tech 3 character might have.


OTHER
 	(Do some housekeeping details here, pre-play, etc. and note character twirks that impact on 
Shadowrun rules).

	His cash (after some expenditures) becomes gold worth 175,000 nuyen and he does the 
following housekeeping matters, binding some elementals, buying some things, etc.

	Three fire elementals at Force 7 bound.

	One each of water, air and earth at Force 5 bound.

	He always releases elementals after three services unless he is in a really messy spot.

	Any elemental that has force burned off is re-conjured (to regain/replace the lost force) and 
then released.


MAIN ALLY

Fire Elemental
Force 6 (½level)
Sorcery 6 (½level)
24 karma (level * 2) + 15 (from starting) in spells, skills and powers.
	Sense Link (5 karma)
	Extra Forms (2 karma, 3 forms total)
	Spells (29 karma)
		Antidote D Toxin 4
		Cure D Disease 4
		Detox D Toxin 4
		Fire Bolt 6
		Heal D Wound 6
		Resist S Damage 3
		Stabilize 2
	Skills (3 karma)
		Psychology 2
	Other (0 karma, all 24 points used)


OTHER (bound spirit in arm ring)

Force 5
Sorcery 5
20 karma in spells
	Power Cloud 5
	Chaotic World 5
	Turn to Tree 5 	Urban Renewal 5
Powers (at half force or 2½)
	Accident, concealment, guard, movement & search powers.


IV.  CLOSING NOTES

	D&D materials and characters make for wonderful additions to Shadowrun campaigns.  Give 
it a try.  Shadowrun also makes a great home for old D&D characters and a great place to re-use old 
D&D modules and scenarios


V.  COMMENTS

A.	Hitting the top, how high can you go before characters have "too much" power or skill."

	The Shadowrun system has target numbers and non-cumulative dice.  E.g.  take a task with 
a target number of 4 and a character with a skill of 5.  The character would roll 5 d6s.  Each d6 that 
came up as 4 or higher would be a success.  The difference from skill 2 to 4 is a much larger jump 
than from 4 to 6.  (Run the math).

	To increase a skill from 2 to 4 takes 10 karma.  To increase from 4 to 6 takes 18 karma.  
From 6 to 8 takes 26.

	Diminishing returns takes over soon in Shadowrun with the result that the high end of the 
game system is probably out of reach for most campaigns (it gets cumbersome before it gets unreal).

	As a result, I like to move high level AD&D characters from AD&D to Shadowrun when they no longer fit in local AD&D/D&D campaigns.  That way the players do not feel that their 
advanced characters are being kept out of play unfairly, yet the rest of us can play our "lower" level 
characters without being overshadowed.

B.	Why I like the system, or hope in a dark future.

	The system is set in a semicyberpunk sort of magic returns world.  My disbelief is as strong 
as it would be for a prediction in 1970 of the world as it is right now for the history (and I don't 
believe that magic is going to return).  That is, the history is no more unbelievable that the things that 
really happened.

	However, there is a lot of thought in parts of the game system and the underlying 
philosophy/orientation of the books and such is positive, affirming orientation.  The game 
atmosphere is the green sprouts covering the bomb crater sort of world.  Lots of darkness, played in 
shadows, with the characters taking the part of the light. 
VI.  EXAMPLES OF CROSSOVERS

	In the Shadowrun scenario DNA/DOA the characters find an entire community hidden below 
the city.  Adding in some incursions from even deeper down allows one to add in the Drow threat 
and modules as a rift in space-time working its way up from the deep.  Going the opposite direction, 
characters leaving underearth can find themselves in the Seattle sewers rather than back in their old 
AD&D campaign world.  In the Shadowrun scenario MERCURIAL the characters are assigned to 
work as bodyguards.  What if someone summoned some bodyguards instead and got the characters 
(just wait until they get lost traveling the planes and dump them into the setting).  Shadowrun is a 
great place to strand astrally lost characters.

	In the Shadowrun scenario THE UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD there is a terrible threat.  
The entire Brotherhood can be transferred to an AD&D world with the characters looking for the 
missing gem and the missing girl in an AD&D city rather than in Seattle.  (Note that essence /level 
of initiation times two equals AD&D hit dice or level.  A force 10 spirit becomes a twenty hit dice 
monster -- powerful enough to threaten most characters).

	Going the other way, every time your Shadowrun characters adventure on the astral plane, 
run them through an AD&D adventure module rather than just mechanically rolling dice.  Let a free 
spirit's gate power send characters to a D&D world rather than the astral realm.  Spice up 
Shadowrun's limited array of magical items with ideas from AD&D's plethora.  Heck, give 
Shadowrun characters the names of AD&D/D&D adventurers for their handles -- makes a great "in 
joke," in line with the Shadowrun custom of making all handles "in jokes."

	Finally, after your friend's Shadowrun campaign burns out, transfer his or her players to your 
AD&D campaign -- that way the players don't have to start out with first level characters and you 
don't have to give anything away.
